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FLEXICON CORPORATION
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Tel:    1 888 FLEXICON
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SOUTH AFRICA

FLEXICON AFRICA (PTY) LTD
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Port Elizabeth 6015 
South Africa 
Tel:    +27 41 453 1871
Fax:   +27 41 453 1670
E-mail: sales@flexicon.co.za
Web: www.flexicon.co.za

CHILE

FLEXICON CHILE LTD
Avenida Andres Bello #1051
Oficina #1602
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Santiago
Chile
Tel:   +56 2 2415 1286
Fax:   +56 2 2415 1393
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Web: www.flexicon.com
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FLEXICON CORPORATION
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Australia 
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Web: www.flexicon.com.au
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Australia 
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SINGAPORE

FLEXICON SINGAPORE PTE
LTD
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#02-22
Singapore 117867
Tel:    +65 6778 9225
Fax:   +65 6690 8850
E-mail: sales@flexicon.com.sg
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Ultra-Heavy-Duty Bulk Bag Filling System

Ultra-Heavy-Duty Bulk Bag Filling System with
Pallet Dispenser and Powered Chain Conveyor
allows safe, high capacity filling of
difficult-to-handle bulk materials.

SWING-DOWN® Fill Head with wide-diameter spout
seal allows safe, rapid connection of wide
diameter bag spouts for passage of filter cake,
aggregates, metal powders, abrasive minerals, dry
chemical additives and irregular bulk materials.

This Ultra-Heavy-Duty Bulk Bag Filling System palletizes and fills bulk bags
with filter cake, aggregates, metal powders, abrasive minerals, dry chemical
additives and other difficult-to-handle bulk materials.

The system integrates a SWING-DOWN® Bulk Bag Filler with a Flexicon Pallet
Dispenser and Powered Chain Conveyor, allowing safe, high-capacity filling of
bulk bags of all popular sizes, including bags with wide-diameter spouts for
passage of irregular materials.

When a filling cycle is initiated by push button or contact closure, pallet
dispenser forks lower the stack of pallets onto the chain conveyor, withdraw
from the bottom pallet, and raise the remaining pallets, allowing the conveyor
equipped with photoelectric eyes to move the dispensed pallet into position
below the filling station.

The bag connection frame of the Swing-Down fill head lowers and then pivots
to a vertical position, allowing an operator at floor level to safely and quickly
attach bag straps to automated latches, slide the bag spout over a
wide-diameter inflatable spout seal, and press a spout seal inflation button.

The system then automatically pivots the bag connection frame back to
horizontal, raises the entire fill head, inflates the bag to remove creases, fills
the bag at a high rate, finishes filling accurately at dribble feed rate, deflates
the spout seal, releases the bag loops, raises the fill head to disengage the
spout, rolls the bag out of the filling area, and rolls a new pallet into place to
begin another cycle.

An annular gap inside of the fill head spout directs air displaced during the
filling operation to a single vent for applications requiring connection to a dust
collector.

The system is offered with the company's own steel-tube flexible screw
conveyor integrated with the user's upstream process equipment or other
material source.


